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Background   
 
 
 



Deep backfile project 
Workers throughout Penn Libraries research copyright and free online 
availability of serials we hold, so they can be shared with the world. 
 
 
 
 

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/cce/db/	



A variety of roles for a variety of workers 

•  We trained workers to 
search for copyright 
information in online 
databases and resources 
and fill out 
questionnaires on what 
they find. 

•  Work can be done from 
home, and in discrete 
chunks of time. 

 
 
 



•  Verify questionnaire answers 
•  Create copyright information 

record (JSON file generating a 
web page) 

•  Create Online Books listing, if free 
issues are online 

•  Link to Wikidata, either by 
•  Adding identifiers to existing 

Wikidata record for the serial 
•  Or, creating a Wikidata record for 

the serial and adding IDs to it 

 

After the questionnaire, more specialized work 



Wikidata as a hub for identifiers and information 



In the Wikidata record 



Wikidata Serial Statements 

•  instance of 
•  ISSN 
•  language of work or name 
•  title  
•  country of origin 
•  inception  
•  dissolved, abolished or demolished date 

•  replaced by 
•  replaces 
 
•  Online Books Page publication ID 



Documentation for editing Wikidata serial records 

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/cce/db/	



Challenges 



Lots of tabs 



Languages 

Title	in	language	different	than	content:	

Content	in	multiple	languages:	



Multiscript entries 



Title changes 



Existing Wikidata Entry 

Existing	Wikidata	record	lacked	our	ISSN;		one	record	with	multiple	titles:		

Added	ISSN	with	date:	



Similar titles 



Batch Processing  
Using OpenRefine 

 
 



OpenRefine Outline  
Alma>MarcEdit>OpenRefine>Wikidata 
 
1. MarcEdit Z39.50 retrieve MARC records by ISSN from Penn Alma 
database. Remove duplicate titles from gathered MARC records. 
2. Extract desired fields from records transforming into tab-delimited 
data using MarcEdit 
3. Upload CSV to OpenRefine and reconcile ISSN and title to see if any 
resources are already in Wikidata. 
 



OpenRefine Outline 
 
4. Clean/organize data: for country codes / language 
 
Cleaning 035: Split into multiple columns; remove columns with 
irrelevant values; find replace (OCoLC)/null 
 



OpenRefine Outline 
5. Reconcile Country of Origin, Language 
6. Get Wikimedia language code for languages (“Add 
columns from reconciled values”) 
7. Create schema  
 
 
 
 
 



Defining schema for the serials 



 
 

 
For quality assurance:	
avoid batch loading any duplicate 
titles, or any statements that contain 
the same ISSN. Refer duplicate titles 
or ISSNs for review. Additional 
rounds of character parsing in titles 
may be necessary to remove the 
AACR2 back slashes in titles and 
other extraneous non-title 
punctuation.	

Quickstatements file can be evaluated prior to batch loading... 
Generate QuickStatements File 

CREATE 
LAST    Len    "Admission requirements of 
American medical colleges" 
LAST    P31    Q2217301 
LAST    P236    "0271-6526" 
LAST    P407    Q1860 
LAST    P495    Q30 
LAST    P1476    en:"Admission 
requirements of American medical colleges" 

 
 



Questions? 


